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“The Magical Her”

8th March 2015
Hotel Hilton, Bengaluru.

A mesmerizing evening unfolded on March 8th 2015 on
the International Women’s day at Hotel Hilton where
Aashwasan celebrated the specialness of Women as a
part of Aashwasan’s women empowerment initiative. The
presence of Rashmi Aiyappa, spiritual scientist, inventor,
social innovator and founder of Aashwasan - a global
revolution of love, made it a true celebration of life.
According to Rashmi Aiyappa, women’s day is not just
about celebrating women, it’s about celebrating the
specialness of each individual. It was true celebration
and togetherness that came from complete acceptance
and specialness of each person. The gripping part began
when Rashmi Aiyappa took people through a journey of
self- inquiry, origin of one’s self and the fundamentals
of our creation. She shed light on individual’s being able
to become self-aware and celebrate another’s specialness
only if one connects to their own uniqueness. When this
happens people in relationships can grow and discover
themselves in nature’s path. Experiencing one’s true
essence enables people to shed their conditioned patterns
and behaviors and experience their innate specialness.

She shared that, collectively, over evolution we have lost the ability
to experience our true self…” We get so caught up in trying to
understand it” she said. She offered an experience as a gift to all
present, which was the highlight of the evening. It was a distinctive
service called “Love and Bonding”. Love and bonding takes people to
their origin. All aspects that are not a part of one’s true self are shed in
that moment making it possible for their deepest dreams, wishes and
hopes to manifest in to their life’s experience.

A participant shared that she broke free of the helplessness she felt. A
mother who was overly worried about her grown up children came out
of the session and said “My children can take care of themselves, but
I want to know what the purpose of my life is and what I can do with
myself ”. A gentleman shared “I went back to my childhood. I was not
happy. I felt disappointment, but when I was asked to let go and accept
things as it is, I felt happy.” Families connected with each other and
felt profound togetherness for the first time. A young lady shared that
the transformation was truly amazing. Everyone left with brilliance in
their face, as if saying that “There is Hope”. “The Magical her” was
a celebration of their being and of life. No one wanted to leave that
space even long after the session was over.
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